
Back to Office Report (16th-24th May 2017)

The field visit was conducted from 16th-24th May 2017 in four programmed Dzongkhags
(Samdrupjongkhar, Pemagatshel, Trashigang, Trashiyangtse) and RLDC, Kanglung to review the progress
of CARLEP activities (livestock component) and discuss some of the issues confronting activity
implementation. En route visit was also made to Pema Feed Mill at Kanglung and Dairy Plant at Chenary,
Trashigang. Key findings of the visit to each programme agency and actions to be taken are outlined
hereunder.

Samdrupjongkhar

1. Construction of dairy sheds is underway as the Dzongkhag has already supplied construction
materials to dairy group members under Phuentshothang and Pemathang geog. 40 Nos. of dairy
sheds construction have been completed till date.

2. Outsourcing of dairy cattle is also on-going with 23 improved dairy cows outsourced from India
so far.

3. Fodder development activities is in full swing as this is the best season for activity take-up.
4. The budget earmarked under RAMCO to construct MCC is being implemented by RLDC, Kanglung

which is further given as deposit works to Dzongkhags. One such activity implemented by the
Dzongkhag is extension of existing MCC at Orong. The extension was done to accommodate two
milk chillers of 500 liter capacity each. The group collects milk from their member to the MCC until
it is delivered to Samdrupjongkhar town and then marketed to India. 78 group members (19
female, 59 male) of Orong Dairy Group will be benefited through this support.

5. The Dzongkhag has also received support for purchase of chopping machine through RLDC,
Kanglung. Orong Dairy Group received 23 numbers and distributed to individual member on cost
sharing basis (80% Project contribution, 20% beneficiary contribution). The support to individual
member justifies from the point of; operation and maintenance (O & M) of the equipment,
durability, scattered settlement of group member and sense of ownership. The lessons learnt
from earlier programme’s support to group where more than 10 members had to share was not
at all sustainable and there were several breakdowns while shifting from one place to another.
However, the Dzongkhag/geog must emphasize to share the resources until other members
receive support.

6. Meeting with the group executives (Secretary and treasurer) of Orong Dairy Group led to
discussions on the introduction of CARLEP project, key areas of possible intervention, constraints
faced and future outlook of the group. The main issue they have is the lack of cold chain facilities
to transport fresh milk to S/Jongkhar although the group owns two milk collection and transport
van. The group is of the opinion that if there is possibility of support to mount cooling tank to one
bolero vehicle so that milk quality is maintained till it reaches to consumer.

Pemagatshel

7. Material to construct hygienic dairy sheds were supported to new dairy groups at Dechenling and
Norbugang benefitting 40 households/members. The construction is on-going while few members
have already completed.

8. 10 number of improved cows against the target of 80 have been outsourced from India and
distributed to Norbugang Dairy Group. It is likely that fund allocated for cattle purchase cannot
be utilized during this fiscal year. The Livestock sector is of the view that if this head could be re-



appropriated to other activity-cattle shed construction. It can be noted that re-appropriation
might not be justifiable since fund allocated for shed construction itself is adequate in the
programme cost tab.

9. The Dzongkhag also received support for purchase of chopping machine through RLDC, Kanglung.
9 sets were supplied to Nganglam Dairy Group while 1 set was supported to Norbugang Dairy
Group.

10. Field visit to Bartseri dairy group and interacted with group chairman and treasurer

Trashigang

11. There is 100% achievement in hygienic dairy shed construction and improved dairy cow purchase.
12. The Dzongkhag also received support for purchase of chopping machine through RLDC, Kanglung.

A total of 13 sets were supported to different groups (Gongthung-2 Nos, Pam-3 Nos, Radhi-2 Nos,
Rangshikhar-2 Nos, Samkhar- 1 No, Kanglung- 1 No, Bikhar-1 No, Ritsangdung-1 No)

13. Extension/maintenance of milk collection sheds were carried out by supplying materials with
labor contribution from groups. A total of five collection sheds (Khapti-Bikhar, Bikhar-Domkhar,
Yenang Brangsa, Buna and Jonlha) were extended or maintained with fund support from CARLEP
through RAMCO and RLDC. Referring to the AWPB 2016-2017, the indicator is “number of
collection sheds constructed” wherein new structure is to be constructed instead of minor
maintenance as is the case with Trashigang Dzongkhag. Therefore, there is a need to comply with
AWPB to avoid objection from IFAD (Action: Dzongkhag, RLDC, Kanglung and RAMCO, Mongar)

Trashiyangtse

14. Cattle shed support was given to Khamdang and Yangtse geog. The activity is completed with
100% fund utilization.

15. Outsourcing of dairy cattle, fodder development, training of farmer groups are on-going.

RLDC, Kanglung

16. The fund to procure chopping machine has been budgeted under RLDC. However, RLDC has
further allocated the fund to the Dzongkhags as deposit works to procure the machine. While
some Dzongkhags have placed the order to Karma One-Stop-Shop based at Phuentsholing, some
of the Dzongkhags have placed the supply order to the supplier identified by NCAN, Bumthang
through annual quotation call. Since there is difference of procurement processes between
Dzongkhags, there may arise the problem of non-uniformity (Difference in price) in procurement.

17. 9 milk chillers have been procured by RLDC and awaiting payment to supplier since budget for
this activity is not yet released. This was discussed with CARLEP Accounts Officer and most
probably fund will be released in June.

18. Other activities such as training of CAHW’s, lead farmers, training on clean milk production is well
on track

Visit to Kofuko International- dairy plant, Chenari

Met with newly appointed CEO of Chenari dairy plant and introduced about the CARLEP project and
discussed key areas of possible linkage in the dairy value chain of the programme.



Chenari dairy plant has the capacity to process 2000-4000 liters of milk daily. Currently, milk is being
collected mainly from nearby dairy groups of Trashigang Dzongkhag. The plant is currently planning to
scale up collection covering Mongar and Trashiyangtse Dzongkhags. Gauda cheese, yoghurt, Butter,
cottage cheese and processed cheese are the products processed by the plant. The plant has a plan to do
product diversification such as tetra packing of milk, ice cream, cup yoghurt and ghee.

Visit to Pema Feed Mill at Kanglung

Pema Feed Mill was established with PPP model supported (2.6m) by MAGIP project. The memorandum
of understanding between the proprietor and the government is that the factory supply feed at
reasonable price or at par with Karma Feed benefiting both the parties- proprietor and livestock farmers.
Despite of agreement, price of Pema Feed increased drastically and even goes beyond price offered by
Karma Feed. Therefore, there aroused an issue of upsurge in feed price. “The price increase is attributed
to increase in price of raw materials and essential ingredients needing to import from Siliguri in India”,
according to the Manger of Pema Feed Mill.

General recommendations and actions to be taken

1. There is a need to compulsorily record house number for every activity undertaken to avoid
double counting of beneficiaries. This must be reported in narrative form along with other vital
information reflected in the online google reporting format. This was agreed upon by all the
implementing agencies.

2. There is a need to collect procurement documents such as Note sheet, quotation call and supply
order from those Dzongkhags (Lhuentse, Trashiyangtse, Pemagatshel and Monggar) who were
given deposit work to purchase chopping machine. This is to enable OPM to process for next
withdrawal application to IFAD (Action: RLDC, Kanglung)

3. To smoothen next fund release, there is a need to carry out activities on time after fund has been
released and accordingly reflect in statement of expenditure.

4. The nature of deposit works demand lengthy procedures in activity implementation as
experienced by the co-implementing agencies and Office of the Programme Management (OPM).
Henceforth, there is a need to minimize or avoid deposit works. The role of each implementing
agency against each activity is already been fixed and this concern might get streamlined from the
coming fiscal year.

5. Use of fallow and marginal land is encouraged for perennial fodder development to maintain
ownership and sustainability. Wherever possible, fodder production needs to be integrated with
crop production activities through SLM technique to gain complementary advantage.


